
At Home Learning Grid!
Week 2         Monday 7 February - Friday 11 February 

Here are your activities to complete this week

Design A Garden
 A garden is a rectangular shape.

The measurement around the
perimeter (the outside edge) is 28

metres. Draw what the garden
plot might look like and write the

measurements on each side.

Photo Album
For a part of the story you are

reading create a detailed
illustration (photo) that could go

into a photo album.  This will
need to show who the characters
are, where they are, and what is

happening in the story.

Budding Photographer
Take photos of things that are all
one colour.  Take as many photos
as you can of different items. Put

your photos together into a 
 document.  Remember to title
your work with the colour you

have chosen.

Card Stack Challenge
Use a pack of cards to stack on top

of each other. 
What shapes can you create?

How many cards can you 
use before it collapses? 

Word challenge
How many words can you make

from the grid below?
Can you make a 9 letter word?

 

Maths activity sheet
Stretch your maths brain with the

activities on the NZ Maths link
below.

Math word problems
Create 3 Math word problems

and give it to somebody in your
house to complete!

Eg: Sasha bought 12 banana's and
gave 4 to George, how many does

Sasha have left?

Comic Strip- 
A day in my  life

Create a comic strip to that
tells us what happens in a day
in your life in your family. Add
a sentence below each picture.

Create a map
Go on a walk with your family

and take notes of the places that
you see around you. Create a map

showing where you walked and
what places you passed. 

Weather Dance
Create a dance that incorporates

at least three different types of
extreme weathers (volcano,

hurricane, tsunami, earthquake,
tornado).  

Dice Game >  < =
Roll a dice to make to make 2 x 2

digit numbers. Then put them
into a greater than (>), less than

(<) or equal to (=) equation. 
For example: 

Alphabet Scavenger Hunt
Write a list A-Z and try and find

things starting with each letter of
the alphabet in your home. 

For example:
A- apple
B- ball
C- can opener35 46

<

https://nzmaths.co.nz/sites/default/files/2021-09/year-4-week-1-offline-activities.pdf

